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Connexions game images with answers

The subject of this article may not meet Wikipedia's notability directive for television. Please help to establish notability by referring to reliable secondary sources that are independent of the subject and provide significant coverage of it beyond a purely trivial mention. If the notability cannot be determined, the item is likely to be merged, forwarded, or deleted. Search sources: Connexion game show – news · newspapers · books ·
scholar · JSTOR (August 2020) (Learn how and when to delete this template post) ConnexionGenreGame showPresented byJaganCountry or originIndiaOriginal languageTamilNo. episodes170+ProductionCamera setupMulti-cameraRunning timeapprox. 40-45 minutes per episodeProduction Company Large synergy media productionsReleaseOriginal networkSTAR VijayOriginal release10 November 2013 (2013-11-10) –12 March
2017 (2017-03-12) Connexion is an Indian Tamil-language game show on STAR Vijay. The game is played by three teams - each team has a celebrity and the other person can be their friend or family. It is a team game and consists of four rounds. Before the actual games begin, they have a warm-up round known as Javvu Mittai. In this, Jagan starts with a random word. Each team must say a binding word, that is, if team A says a
word that connects to the one told by Jegan, then team B should say a word to fit in with what was told by team C. This continues until each team had a few chances. However, this is not included for points. [1] Gameplay format Round 1: Two by two In this round, two photos are shown. The team has 30 seconds to guess common word/homonym of the images. The words sound the same, but may have different spellings or slight
variations in how they are pronounced. Each team must answer three questions in this round. If a team is unable to respond in the given time, other teams get a chance to answer. Bonus points are also rewarded... Round 2: Joint family In this round, a word is broken down into different images and the participants must find the answer by stringing the images together. each image means a separate word. More than one word is image
is given and the teams have to guess with in mind that only the pictures together will make sense. Also in this round, participants must guess four words in 30 seconds. Round 3: Tent Kottai In this round, negative markings to teams that press the buzzer and give wrong/no answer. Altogether, there are six guesses and the team pressing the buzzer first will respond. An advantage is that the photos also indicate what the team should
guess, that is, the name of a person or a country or a movie or a song etc. Round 4: Panchathanthiram is the decisive round for which team is the best connector. It gives a total of five photos one by one and each photo can be linked to a word. Jagan will inform the team of what they're guessing, just like in round three. With that in mind and also the pictures of the teams can guess. The lesser lesser of the pictures the team used to
guess the right word, the more is the number of points. The total point for this round is 50. Remake The show has been remade again in Telugu language and Kannada language as Connexion aired on MAA TV and Star Suvarna and olso remade in Sri Lanka's Sinhala language Channel. References ^ connexion. Nettv4h. External links official website STAR Vijay on Youtube STAR Vijay US Star Vijay Malaysia Retrieved from
Slideshare uses cookies to improve functionality and performance and to provide you with relevant ads. If you continue to browse the site, you agree to use cookies on this website. See our user agreement and privacy policy. Slideshare uses cookies to improve functionality and performance and to provide you with relevant ads. If you continue to browse the site, you agree to use cookies on this website. For more information, see our
privacy policy and user agreement. Image Brain Teasers and Answers Genius Puzzles 4 Pictures And 1 Word Eeweb Community Quiz On Connecting Words And Pictures Picture Connection 2 Tamil Bible Articles And Games Tamil Bible Connection Games 3 Understandingon Strategies Interactive Powerpoint Teaching Connexion Connection Game Images With Answers Awesome Questions Answers Powerpoint Templates Crowd
Charades Ppt Game Bundle Deeper Kidmin Connexion New Year Special YoutubeShare Slide uses cookies to improve functionality and performance and to provide you with relevant advertising. If you continue to browse the site, you agree to use cookies on this website. See our user agreement and privacy policy. Slideshare uses cookies to improve functionality and performance and to provide you with relevant ads. If you continue
to browse the site, you agree to use cookies on this website. For more information, see our privacy policy and user agreement. Share on Twitter Share on Facebook Share with ... , captain vijayakanth, star vijay, vijay TV, vijay TV connection game show, vijayakanth comedy. **Four images [...] If you get the right answer, share the riddle with your friends and family on WhatsApp, Facebook and other social networking sites. think the
tamil songs (34 votes, average: 3.82 out of 5) April 23, 2015 by Antony Ajay 6 Comments. Think these 10 tamil songs from whatsapp emoticons. ... 1. kasu panam thuttu money money 2. kannukkulle unnai vaithen kannamma 3. selfiy draws ... u.mma.ma 5. nadanthal irandadi 6. meena ponnu meena ponnu 7. apple pennye nee yaaro 8. un kaadhal solla neeram illai 9.adi ne oru super figure (kodampakam film) Vijay tv connection
gameshow pics ... Email this BlogThis! 2. Email this BlogThis! The Connection game is similar to the Jegan's Connexions game running in Vijay TV every Sunday. Me and my team many image-based quiz questions made during my stint as Event Manager of 221 B Baker Street, the online treasure hunt of van '15, the biggest technical festival in Central India. PaulsQuiz Free Quiz Questions and Answers - The number one free pub
quiz location for high quality well researched Pub Quizzes. Blind Secret Country V 2,122; Mini Paint-By ... Many of them are so fascinated by this excellent entertainment program. Posted by Unknown at 10:04 a.m. No comment: Post a comment. Connection Quiz: 4/5 photos connected by a likeness (may be something stupid. 10. think the tamil songs (34 votes, average: 3.82 out of 5)... Click here to see answer. Popular quizzes today.
Whatsapp Puzzles: Think Tamil Film Actor and Actress Names of Emoticons and Smileys. It is now very popular among Tamil Lovers and stands well in the Google Play Store. Labels: connection, connection game photos, connection game photos, connection gameshow, jagan, star vijay, vijay, vijay TV, vijay TV connection game show. The person is Gandhiji ... 4. 7. 3. Answer Indian rupee 10 /- All 4 photos you find there. 2. July 25,
2019 - Tamil Bible Connection Game - ேவதாகம ெபய க -VI 1. 6. Image connection 2 1. 8. Rate 5 stars Rate 4 stars Rate 3 stars Rate 2 stars Rate 1 star. Newer Post Older Post Home. Answer Computer Games: Bridge, Hearts, Minesweeper &amp; Roadrash 3. Did you solve the riddle? vijay TV connection gameshow photos ... CLICK HERE FOR ANSWERS. How to play. 9. Share on Twitter Share with Facebook Share on
Pinterest. Questions are somewhat challenging and have been proven in Irish pubs across Germany and the world. Leave your answers in the comments below. Think the wire of the connection !!! Just For Fun Quiz/Picture Clues – Do you find the Connection Random Just For Fun of Numbers Quiz to name the word or phrase that connects the four photos in each set? Tamil Connection game is an Android app created by
Panchamithra.in. 5. Click here to see answer. You check if your answer is correct by clicking on show reply below. Answer Awards: Rajiv Gandhi Khelratna Nobel Prize Dadasaheb Phalke Award &amp; Golden Boot 4. by paranoid_android Plays Quiz updated October 4, 2018. Human Rationality Philosophy, Assembly Of The Buglers, Captain America Shield Toy, Andaz Apna Apna Haircut Dialogue, 240sx For Sale in Washington
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